One contribution of 11 to a theme issue 'The regulators of biodiversity in deep time'. Studies into the complex interaction between an organism and changes to its biotic and abiotic environment are fundamental to understanding what regulates biodiversity. These investigations occur at many phylogenetic, temporal and spatial scales and within a variety of biological and geological disciplines but often in relative isolation. This issue focuses on what can be achieved when ecological mechanisms are integrated into analyses of deep-time biodiversity patterns through the union of fossil and extant data and methods. We expand upon this perspective to argue that, given its direct relevance to the current biodiversity crisis, greater integration is needed across biodiversity research. We focus on the need to understand scaling effects, how lower-level ecological and evolutionary processes scale up and vice versa, and the importance of incorporating functional biology. Placing function at the core of biodiversity research is fundamental, as it establishes how an organism interacts with its abiotic and biotic environment and it is functional diversity that ultimately determines important ecosystem processes. To achieve full integration, concerted and ongoing efforts are needed to build a united and interactive community of biodiversity researchers, with education and interdisciplinary training at its heart.
Introduction
Biodiversity, defined broadly as the number and variety of organisms, is a complex property that emerges at many spatial, temporal and phylogenetic scales [1] . The drivers of diversification are therefore studied by researchers in a variety of biological and geological fields. The determinants of biodiversity are often split into biotic and abiotic factors. Abiotic factors include geochemical cycles, geological processes (e.g. volcanic eruptions, bolide impacts, continental drift, orogenesis, glaciations), sea-level changes, climate and weather, most of which are intricately linked. Similar cross-dependencies are also found within the set of biotic factors, which comprise organismal ecology and physiology, biotic interactions (e.g. predation, competition, mutualism) and community structure. Resource availability can be regarded as a composite trait driven by a combination of biotic and abiotic factors. The relative importance of biotic and abiotic factors in determining biodiversity has been disputed (e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] ) but this division is almost certainly unproductive [6] . It is how each of these biotic and abiotic factors jointly interact to influence the rates of speciation/birth, extinction/death, phenotypic change and immigration/dispersal that ultimately drives diversification (figure 1). Understanding how taxa respond ecologically and evolutionarily to changes in their biotic and abiotic environment can play an important role in conservation (e.g. [7, 8] ). Thus a holistic understanding of the regulators of biodiversity across biological scales is crucial.
In this article, we focus on the promising future for integrative biodiversity research. We start with a brief and somewhat biased history of the recent growth of synthetic biodiversity research as, similar to understanding the drivers of biodiversity, we first have to understand the past to forecast the future. In the context of biodiversity, understanding the past and present regulators will ultimately result in much refined predictions of future patterns, which is critical in the light of the current biodiversity crisis and its potential societal consequences [7,9 -11] . We argue that, to improve synthesis and to increase the relevance of studies of regulators of biodiversity in deep time to conservation, we need (i) an increased focus on form and function as well as (ii) a better understanding of the dependency of the results on scale. A necessary requirement to achieve these changes is (iii) improved interdisciplinary integration, through concerted efforts to build a united and interactive community of biodiversity researchers.
We begin with a brief and biased history of integrative biodiversity research. For much of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, distinct sub-disciplines of biology and geology have investigated the determinants of different aspects of biodiversity in relative isolation (figure 1). Palaeobiologists were arguably the first to quantitatively study the drivers of biodiversity (reviewed by Signor [12] ) and continue to do so by estimating changes in taxon diversity and phenotypic disparity between distinct stratigraphic time-bins. Over the past 30 years, phylogenetic comparative biologists have also begun to address the determinants of large-scale diversity patterns, primarily by comparing the rates of speciation and phenotypic evolution between phylogenetic lineages (e.g. [13, 14] ). Although some phylogenetic macroevolutionary studies comprise reconstructions of the changes in diversity over time as provided by time-calibrated phylogenies (e.g. [15, 16] ), temporal inferences, especially in deep time, are limited without inclusion of fossil data. In contrast, ecologists have mainly focused on the regulators of spatial patterns of biodiversity. Macroecologists and biogeographers mainly compare species richness or functional diversity between regions at local to global scales [17] , while community ecologists have concentrated on the drivers of differences in species diversity between communities, as measured by richness and the evenness of abundance (e.g. [18, 19] ). Finally, evolutionary ecologists and (population) geneticists have focused on the ecological and genetic mechanisms that lead to differentiation over short time periods (e.g. [20, 21] ). Even though we have gained tremendous insights into how lineages respond ecologically or evolutionarily to a change in their biotic and abiotic environment from such studies, the focus on a particular timescale or aspect of biodiversity has limited what can potentially be learnt about the complex interactions that regulate biodiversity.
The realization that a synthesis of disciplines, data and methods is required to capture the true mechanisms underlying biodiversity patterns is not new. For example, Doyle & Donoghue [22] demonstrated that fossil and extant data are both important for macroevolutionary studies at a time when arguments were being made that fossil data were now obsolete thanks to molecular phylogenetics. However, recent years have seen a surge in calls for integration, usually between pairs of sub-disciplines. There are a growing number of papers expounding the virtues of synthesizing fossil and phylogenetic perspectives on macroevolution (e.g. [10, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ) as well as ecology into macroevolutionary analyses [29] . Already much progress has been made on the integration of fossil data into phylogenetic analyses to provide a unified time-frame for diversification (e.g. [30, 31] ) and joint extinct and extant analyses of diversification and trait evolution are growing (e.g. [32, 33] ). The past decade or so has also witnessed the merging of two fields to develop the new discipline of phylogenetic community ecology [34] [35] [36] along with the emergence of conservation palaeobiology [37] , the rise of palaeobiogeography ( [38] and see [39] ) and the recognition of the importance of biodiversity time series [9] and palaeo(macro)ecology. This issue builds upon these efforts, highlighting the importance of integrating the dynamic nature of environmental, biological and geological processes through time and thus necessitating the synthesis of many of these individual fields.
To realize perfect integration requires a complete record of the biotic and abiotic environment over time and space, throughout the Earth's history, and a global to local context is also required. However, reaching such idealistic levels of integration is hindered by the inherent complexity of combining large and very disparate datasets as well as the extreme difficulty of finding study systems where all the necessary data are available. Some clades such as mammals have well-understood phylogenies and quantifiable functional traits (e.g. [40] ), yet their fossil record is not as detailed and rich as that of molluscs (e.g. [41] ) or foraminiferans (e.g. [42] ). Currently, some systems may be best suited to fine-scale analyses over short periods of time (e.g. [43] ), whereas other systems enable the analysis of broad-scale patterns (e.g. [44] ), but ideally they should be accessible by both palaeontologists and neontologists. However, the bottom line is that integrative approaches can provide insights that are unavailable to studies limited to the traditional discipline-specific approach, especially concerning the mechanisms that drive diversification and determine extinction risk. These approaches may combine data from different disciplines or may place data in a novel context by analysing them using approaches from other disciplines, but all transcend traditional disciplinary boundaries and sometimes scales to provide a fresh perspective on the regulators of biodiversity. Much has already been gained from recent efforts that have achieved a partial integration of a subset of factors that affect the evolution of diversity. Box 1 provides a snapshot of current examples of integrative biodiversity research. We focus on case studies that are centred on palaeontological data, illustrating the potential power of the inclusion of the fossil record. The quality of the fossil record varies phylogenetically (some clades have higher fossilization potential), spatially (some environments have higher fossilization potential), as well as temporally (younger deposits tend to have a more complete record) [54] , but carefully performed palaeontological research produces valuable historical datasets [1, 11] . It is therefore unsurprising that combinations of palaeobiological and phylogenetic comparative data demonstrate that integration improves our ability to discern among processes that govern diversification (e.g. [42] ). Similarly, the application of principles taken from biogeography and community ecology to fossil datasets helps us understand biotic interactions in the past and enables understanding of the evolution of current biodiversity over geological timescales (e.g. [41, 44, 49] ).
The differences in spatial and temporal scale across disciplines are worth examining in more detail. As discussed by Ezard et al. [55] , the impression that biotic drivers dominate over short timescales and abiotic over longer times [4] may have been driven by scaling issues. The identification of biological interactions and co-occurrence at the scale of the fossil record is difficult but not impossible to study [6] . On the other hand, the impact of abiotic factors may be obscured by lagged responses in the geologic record [56] or concealed by biotic interactions within ecological studies focused on a Box 1. Examples of integrative biodiversity research.
The past decade has witnessed an increased motivation to study biodiversity in an integrative context. Examples could be drawn across different fields, but we want to highlight papers that focused on the importance of fossil data and the concept of deep time in understanding the regulators of biodiversity. These papers fall in a range of different topics and are briefly summarized below.
Fossils, phylogenies and diversification. Cenozoic macroperforate foraminifera are remarkable and may be one of the best study systems available at this time [45] , with outstanding fossil record and reasonable understanding of their molecular diversity, allowing for an phylogenetically informed analysis. Importantly, several morphological features known to correlate with life history and ecology in extant groups (i.e. ecomorphological traits) are well preserved in the fossil record and thus allow for assessing the influence of ecological features on the rates of evolution. With this exceptional dataset, Ezard et al. [42] were able to demonstrate that the interplay between species' ecology and environmental change drove differential speciation and extinction over macoevolutionary timescales.
Fossils, climate and the latitudinal diversity gradient. In this issue, Fenton et al. [46] extend the work on the foraminifera system by considering the spatial distributions of taxa through time by joining data and techniques from palaeobiology, phylogenetic comparative biology and macroecology to study the latitudinal diversity gradient, the phenomenon of decreasing species richness with latitude. This study reveals that the modern foraminiferan diversity gradient was established by the end of the Eocene, likely as a result of a global cooling trend. In a broader context, this work and other studies (e.g. [41, 44] ) convincingly demonstrate the utility of testing environmental models developed for modern communities within fossil assemblages that experienced very different climatic parameters far beyond current boundaries. Studying the dynamic responses to such dramatically different climatic conditions should prove useful for better predictions of future ecosystem development.
Biotic interactions and diversification in the fossil record. Other recent integrative analyses include tackling the difficult question of identifying biotic interactions over deep time (e.g. [47, 48] ) and the ongoing synthesis of community ecology with palaeobiology [49] . The latter approach is potentially valuable for conservation applications as it focuses attention on species and their specific roles in their palaeocommunity, assessing their role in ecosystem functioning rather than the number of taxa. Reconstructions of palaeocommunities and food webs have a long tradition in palaeontology, and especially over recent years have taken a prominent role in determining extinction risks in biodiversity crises in earth history (e.g. [50] [51] [52] ). Preserved ecologically relevant morphological traits make it possible to assign palaeofaunas into major trophic guilds and characterize the overall composition and structure of palaeocommunities [53] . If stratigraphic resolution and fossil record allow, one can reconstruct feasible food webs over geological time. A prime example is the analysis of the PermianTriassic mass extinction event, suggesting that the stability of ecosystems largely depended on functional diversity and trophic interactions and not species richness per se [49] . This finding highlights the importance of identifying functional traits that help in interpreting biotic interactions.
Diversification at small spatial and temporal scales. While most recent examples of integrative fossil studies provide a global perspective of biodiversity over prolonged phases of geological time (10 -100s of million years), this approach still has much to offer at smaller spatial and temporal scales. For example, Lake Malawi features a young radiation of gastropods [43] , with four extant species that originated during the Holocene and display considerable molecular divergence. The fossil record of this species complex reveals that morphological stasis characterized a substantial part of the history of these diverging lineages, a surprising result that would likely have been overlooked if it were not for the analysis of palaeontological time series. Moreover, these young fossil records are particularly relevant to conservation [11] .
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150228 single time point [57] . Recent evidence supports the suspicion that biotic and abiotic factors working at different temporal scales may be a 'false dichotomy'. Over macroevolutionary timescales, competition explains the speciation and extinction dynamics of ecologically similar marine brachiopods and clams better than any of the measured palaeoenvironmental proxies [58] . New developments in phylogenetic comparative methods similarly allow competition models to be tested among lineages [59, 60] . However, at this macroscale, it is difficult to truly ascertain if the lineages did interact and enforce a selective impact upon one another. For example, did competition for meat between canid clades generate diversity-dependence [47] ? An increased focus on functional biology can help to establish niche similarity between taxa but further investigation is needed into scaling-up the concept of competition, which occurs between individuals, to evolutionary interactions between species [3] and higher taxa.
While there is still much to do to achieve full integration, it is becoming increasingly clear that the mechanisms underlying biodiversity patterns can only be recovered by combining multiple perspectives, be it at small or large temporal, spatial or phylogenetic scales. A central theme that emerges from our examples aside from scaling issues is the importance of studying the functional characteristics of species. We further develop these ideas in the next two sections. The first (i) proposes that trait-based approaches, guided by the principles of ecomorphology and functional biology, are key to the synthesis of biodiversity. Function provides a unifying theme common to all sub-disciplines that aim for an improved understanding of biodiversity regulators and is critical for conservation [61] . The second (ii) highlights the concern that biodiversity patterns and processes may be scale-dependent and suggests that greater efforts are necessary to elucidate the extent of this issue empirically and experimentally.
The future of integrative biodiversity research (a) Integration of form and function
Functional biology, which we broadly define as any discipline connecting phenotype, its function and, importantly, its biological role, is important for a better understanding of the evolution of biodiversity in near and deep time. As functional biology establishes linkages between diversity, form, function, performance, fitness and major niche dimensions [62, 63] , it aids the identification of key determinants of organismal survival. In a general sense, a focus on the analysis of functional traits allows the assessment of structural, physiological, biochemical and behavioural capabilities of an organism to interact with its abiotic and biotic environment and thus predict how they may respond to changes [64] . The need to put function at the core of biodiversity research stems from the fact that it is functional diversity, not species, phylogenetic or morphological diversity, that determines important ecosystem processes [65, 66] . It is therefore particularly important to understand how biotic and abiotic factors regulate functional diversity because it has conservation implications, including but not limited to: ecosystem stability [67] , invasion tolerance [68] and ecosystem services [69] .
When preparing macroevolutionary analyses, it is important to quantify traits with well-understood functional and ecological implications. Functional traits include ecological, morphological and physiological measurements, for example metabolic rate, burrowing behaviour, leaf nitrogen content, bark thickness, leaf size or dental and other feeding structures [61] , as well as performance metrics such as maximum sustained swimming speed. Yet, many features used in biodiversity analyses may have no importance regarding organismal fitness, have at best a vague functional relevance, or are simply very hard to understand from a functional perspective. To make the identification of functional traits even harder, it is often the combination of many underlying traits that determines the exact properties of the organism, requiring detailed and careful analyses of sometimes very complex systems. The concept of many-to-one mapping of form to function [70] is important to consider in this context. It has been demonstrated that a large diversity of morphological structures can produce the same performance [71] , i.e. it is often impossible to identify a single trait as a performance proxy. A good example for many-to-one mapping is the role of cranial musculoskeletal anatomy in suction feeding in aquatic vertebrates [72] . The suction forces acting on the prey in front of the predator's mouth are the biologically most relevant performance, and these can be modulated by many underlying components such as size and shape of the buccal cavity and mouth, the mechanical lever system involved in suction generation, and the size and speed of muscles that operate the levers [73] .
Functional biology takes a central role in assessing how complex trait systems work, as its principles are firmly grounded in physical models of organismal form [74] . Functionally relevant traits may include laboratory or field-based measures of performance (e.g. acceleration capacity [75] ) as well as continuously valued measures of anatomical structures such as linear, area and volumetric dimensions, or ratios of these (e.g. [72] ). They may also represent discretely scored traits or result from an ordination of continuous and discrete traits (e.g. [76] ). Regardless of the type of measurement or variable, it is however crucial to demonstrate its correlation with function, performance and ecology of the organism, which can be challenging, especially when using ordination techniques or geometric morphometrics as they often represent hard to interpret combinations of various traits. Prior to performing macroevolutionary trait analyses, one should understand how a structure functions, how well it performs and what its biological relevance is, otherwise the mechanistic underpinnings of resulting patterns are likely to remain blurry.
As becomes clear from the above paragraphs, functional biology is fundamentally important for linking organismal form and fitness. Hence, an increased appreciation of functional traits is central to the discussion of biodiversity, as it provides the opportunity to mechanistically link the ability of organisms to cope with challenges imposed by the environment and influence the functioning of their ecosystem. This link is crucial to better understand biodiversity dynamics in a temporally and spatially heterogeneous environment, and it is therefore fundamentally important that form and function as well as taxonomic diversity are fully integrated into the investigation of the regulators of diversity. The analysis of functional traits also makes it possible to study the specific effect of organisms on their ecosystem and evaluate the specific ecological role of organisms and their effect on species interactions. Analyses of functional diversity should enable us to understand how species compete for resources in a spatial and temporal context and rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150228 how they alter the abiotic and biotic characteristics of the environment that they occupy [66] . We suggest that analyses attempting to infer these kinds of interactions without consideration of functional traits may be prone to yielding misleading results, as cause and effect of biodiversity regulators are not mechanistically linked.
Functional biology also improves the integration of palaeobiological evidence at larger evolutionary scales. Functional approaches are not restricted to extant species alone, as many traits with well-understood fitness and performance implications have an excellent fossil record. It is therefore often possible to analyse functional diversity across large temporal scales, integrating a palaeontological perspective with other approaches. Careful studies of ecomorphology, guided by physical models, principles of functional morphology and modern phylogenetic comparative methods, allow for the quantitative inference of diet (e.g. [53, 77, 78] ), locomotor mode (e.g. [79] ) and diel activity patterns (e.g. [80] ), all of which are important to reconstruct the functional diversity of palaeocommunities. Detailed functional morphological analyses of extant species to firmly establish the linkages between form, function and ecology/behaviour are a prerequisite for thorough studies of functional biology in the fossil record.
Finally, it is also worth noting that functional biology is also relevant at much smaller evolutionary scales, when assessing genetic and phenotypic responses to changes in the biotic and abiotic environment [81] . An emerging theme over the past years has been to understand genome to phenome linkages, and ultimately this promises to be insightful when assessing the biological consequences of genetic diversity.
(b) Investigation of scale-dependency
Scale-dependency is a key challenge to developing a holistic understanding of the regulators of biodiversity. Different responses to changes in the biotic and abiotic environment may be identified depending on the scale of the study and whether biodiversity is measured phylogenetically (individuals to higher taxa), spatially (local or global) or temporally (seasons to millennia). Despite recognition across ecological and evolutionary disciplines of the importance of scale [1, [82] [83] [84] [85] and the interaction between time and space [57, 86] , the specific implications and extent of scaling issues are poorly understood [6] . Related to the issues of scale is the question of whether different species concepts identify inherently different units, for example morphospecies require consistent and persistent phenotypic differentiation while biospecies only require reproductive isolation. Ensuring that taxonomic units are congruent is particularly important when combining extinct and extant species' data, as genetic-and phylogeneticbased concepts are becoming increasingly popular in biology but they are difficult to apply to the fossil record. The successful integration of biodiversity research requires that we understand what generates mismatches between scales and the identification of appropriate units for space-time comparisons across scales. Evolutionary rates [87] [88] [89] , which are central to biodiversity research (figure 1), may at first appear to be a good choice for seamlessly integrating diversity data across scales, as they explicitly account for time. However, rates themselves can also be highly scale-dependent, with the fastest rates occurring at the smallest scales ( [90] , but see [91] ). We therefore urge greater research effort to be directed towards investigations of scale-dependence, with an ultimate goal of developing universal biodiversity indices.
The concept of a nested hierarchy of biodiversity across scales is well established within ecology and conservation biology [83, 92, 93] , and although hierarchical approaches have been implemented within (macro)evolutionary studies (e.g. [94] ), we suggest that this perspective needs to be fully embraced. Our current lack of knowledge concerning the extent to which scale or different measures of diversity (lineage, spatial, temporal) influence the relative importance of various biotic and abiotic factors limits the predictive ability of macroevolutionary studies and thus also their application. Conservation studies and policies typically focus on the impact of biotic and abiotic factors such as climate change on much shorter timescales, i.e. decades or even shorter. This is juxtaposed by the fact that a deeper time perspective may be necessary if we wish to preserve the evolutionary and ecological processes that will generate diversity in the future as well as to establish 'natural' base lines [11] . We agree with Jablonski [6] that a multilevel approach is the way forward for empirical investigations into the drivers of biodiversity. Analyses using multiple scales of comparison and measures of diversity are necessary to elucidate the extent of scaledependency and identify consistent relationships between the different biodiversity patterns across scales as well as between lineages, time and space.
Experimental studies will play a crucial role in establishing the link between the regulators of biodiversity at different scales and when compared between phylogenetic lineages, areas and times. Experimental studies provide the ability to directly manipulate biotic interactions and also measure selection as well as organismal or community responses to imposed abiotic or biotic changes. However, how such changes play out over large spatial, temporal or phylogenetic scales is difficult to ascertain. In contrast, macroscale evolutionary and ecological analyses are primarily limited to inferring ecological and evolutionary processes from the fitting of evolutionary models and correlative patterns. These comparative studies rely on multiple independent associations between the biotic or abiotic factor(s) and the biodiversity variable to ensure statistical validity of the relationship (e.g. [95] ). Unfortunately, at these scales, patterns may be generated by the action of many processes [6] and similar biodiversity signatures can be generated by quite distinct processes [96] . Experimental evolution is therefore likely to become increasingly relevant to biodiversity studies [97] . Rapid generation times enable the investigation of short-and long-term responses enabling individual-through to community-level effects to be studied. Experimental evolution also allows for the evolution of biotic interactions, niches and the formation of communities to be studied in real-time (e.g. [98] ), while changes in fitness can be measured directly by competing new strains against the ancestral strains. Any changes in organismal fitness can be related to specific changes in the organism's genome.
Despite the relative simplicity of experimental communities and the small spatial scales, these systems are already helping to disentangle the influence of evolutionary history, biotic interactions and abiotic changes, and to improve the link to conservation through direct manipulation. For example, although it is well established that as biodiversity increases so does productivity (see review by Tilman et al. [99] ) and thus also ecosystem services [100] , recent bacterial experiments have demonstrated that the strength of this biodiversityrstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150228 ecosystem function relationship is modified by niche-width and evolutionary history [101] . Directly relevant to conservation was their finding that although on average the loss of specialists had a stronger effect on ecosystem functioning, the loss of a generalist species may actually have disproportionate effects when there is low functional redundancy [101] .
Computer models and Artificial Life simulations have a similar potential to contribute to the integration of biodiversity research across scales (e.g. [102] ) as they can follow the patterns from the scale of the individual through to clades and ecosystems. Although computer-evolved communities are built up from individuals following relatively simplistic rules, they are less constrained logistically and spatially than real experiments. Artificial life simulations thus have the potential to enable the investigation of the mechanisms generating spatial as well as temporal hierarchies of biodiversity.
To achieve ideal levels of integration across scales requires increased interactions among empiricists, theoreticians, experimental ecologists, microevolutionary scientists including experimental evolutionists and Artificial Life researchers. The increased involvement of evolutionary and ecological theoreticians may prove particularly important for synthesis. While there are many ecological and evolutionary models that predict specific biodiversity outcomes of individual changes in the biotic or abiotic environment on the small-scale, robust mathematical theory relating these to macroscale dynamics is missing [6] .
(c) Improved interdisciplinary integration
The preceding sections have shown that integration is needed not only across the traditional disciplines concerned with biodiversity ( palaeobiology, phylogenetic comparative biology, macroecology, biogeography, community ecology, evolutionary ecology and population genetics) but also with the emerging fields of Artificial Life and experimental evolution, especially when scale issues are considered. Calling for integrative research is easy but the implementation is difficult. Although undoubtedly important, there is a limit to what can be achieved by individual special issues or meetings bringing together researchers from disparate fields to talk to one another. We need ongoing and concerted efforts to build a united approach to biodiversity, and to create a research environment where it is easy and natural for researchers with different areas of expertise to interact. However, there are many cultural barriers to overcome when working across disciplinary boundaries [103, 104] . These consist of practical issues, such as the use of discipline-specific jargon, which includes subtle differences in the understanding and implications of the same term, for example 'adaptive radiation' in the neontological and palaeontological literature [105, 106] . There are also societal difficulties to bridge, such as the need to build a team of trusted individuals whose skills and knowledge you may struggle to evaluate, as well as the potential lack of credit for, and recognition of, the value of interdisciplinary work by disciplinary peers, granting agencies, university administrators and promotion committees [104] . Finally, the regular opportunity to interact is of paramount importance; currently researchers who focus on different aspects of diversity (e.g. genetics, evolution, ecology, conservation or palaeobiology) are often members of different research groups, work in different university departments and buildings, publish in different journals and go to discipline-specific annual conferences. The impact of these barriers is often underappreciated but a successful biodiversity synthesis will require a dramatic cultural shift.
The continuing investment in, and development of, interdisciplinary biodiversity centres will be critical to the future of integrated biodiversity research. The goal of such centres is to foster active interactions between biodiversity researchers within museums and across university campuses by providing a centralized and shared location, seminars and classes (e.g. Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre (Bik-F), University of Florida Biodiversity Initiative). While some with larger remit aim to develop international cross-disciplinary collaborations by running working groups (e.g. German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research-iDiv) or hosting guest researchers (e.g. Centre for Ecological and Evolutionary Synthesis at the University of Oslo), these centres also play an important role in the development of necessary cyberinfrastructure [107] .
Biodiversity research will continue to be enhanced through sustained investment in big-data and data-sharing, as the complex and scale-dependent nature of ecological systems requires vast datasets and computational power to investigate [108, 109] . Much has already been learnt through analysing data collated and shared by data-driven initiatives, which have been funded by national granting agencies as well as non-profit organizations. For example, existing projects provide researchers with worldwide access to: museum specimens (e.g. Integrated Digitized Biocollections-iDigBio), fossil diversity and biogeography (e.g. the Paleobiology Database, FAUNMAP), extant species biogeographic information (e.g. Global Biodiversity Information Facility-GBIF, Ocean Biogeographic Information System-OBIS, IUCN species distribution maps), morphological and genetic data (e.g. GenBank, MorphBank, Morphobank) and phylogenetic hypotheses (e.g. TreeBASE), as well as current, historical and palaeo-climate information (e.g. Climate Data Online from NOAA, Consortium for Spatial Information CGIAR-CSI, Neotoma palaeoenvironmental database).
Education will be key to overcoming cultural barriers [110, 111] and making an integrative approach to biodiversity mainstream. Training in interdisciplinarity can help to overcome disciplinary constraints and to foster creativity, as well as promote commitment to interdisciplinary work [112] . Students at all career stages need to be trained to think and work broadly and collaboratively. Therefore, greater institutional investment in interdisciplinary biodiversity degree programmes and ( post)graduate groups, along with the further development of individual courses and workshops, will help to ensure the future of integrated biodiversity research. Inspiration can perhaps be drawn from the few very successful Integrative Biology groups in the US, which promote interdisciplinary research at all levels of biological organization through clustering together, either as a department (e.g. UC Berkeley) or a graduate programme (e.g. University of Chicago), a broad range of biologists including palaeontologists whose research complements one another. Additional endeavours that will enhance integration include the development of enduring forums for the discussion and publication of research on every aspect of biodiversity, whether applied or theoretical, ecological or evolutionary, and spanning ecological and palaeontological timescales as existing journals and conferences tend to be limited in scope or are one-off ventures.
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Conclusion
Biodiversity research in deep time can become increasingly rigorous and relevant to conservation by shifting our focus from taxon counts to function and investigating scale-dependency. Biological diversity is a multi-scale concept across time and space [1] but we still lack robust theoretical and empirical evidence describing spatial and temporal interactions and how lower-level processes scale-up. To quantify the extent of scaling effects and determine the linkages between scales requires interdisciplinary collaboration, while experimental evolution and Artificial Life potentially present exciting opportunities to directly measure biodiversity across temporal and spatial scales. This work will help us to understand how current biodiversity loss and changing abiotic and biotic environments may also affect the processes that will generate diversity in the future. Across scales, functional biology mechanistically links the ability of an organism to respond to changing biotic and abiotic environments, which combined with a better understanding of biases in the fossil record can provide the clearest evidence for biotic interactions over deep time. By measuring functional diversity, we are also directly quantifying the determinants of ecosystem processes so crucial for conservation. A promising future for biodiversity research lies in the integration of deep-and near-time approaches through broader interdisciplinary collaboration and the movement away from descriptive to more predictive approaches.
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